lines of sufficient length m ight, I perceived, be measured upon it ;■ the angles they m ight interchangeably make, be taken ; and the whole afterwards be reduced to one direct line by calculation. These considerations, and an accident that, about the same time, befel one of my signals, and delayed my trigonom etrical progress, finally determined me to measure my base at this opportunity ; and I accordingly began that w ork by placing two of my large signals, at the'distance (as nearly as I could judge) of seven miles asunder, for the term s or extrem ities of it.
In traversing the coast between the signals, I found th at, in order to continue m y operations throughout upon the most ad vantageous part of the beach, I must divide the whole distance into six distinct portions, each portion forming a large angle with the next portion to i t : and this I immediately did, by placing five lesser flags, at intervals convenient for th a t p u r pose.
I now began my measurement, in prosecuting which I spared neither pains nor care. T h e two rods, of 25 feet each, which I had provided for this use, had been strictly examined while I was at Cuddalore, and their lengths ascertained, as exactly as the conveniences this country affords would admit of. They had been left purposely a little too long, as I found it easier to determine, and allow for such excess, than to reduce them to sufficient exactness. In settling their respective lengths, a capital two-feet brass sector, by A d a m s , was made use of, as a standard: this instrum ent was not only the best authority I could procure; but, being my own property, would, I considered, be ready for an examination, should an opportu-nity arise of comparing it, in future, with any measure of more acknowledged credit. The thermometer stood at 87°, when the rods were adjusted by it.
The stands, which I had prepared for levelling the.rods, were also brought out ; and it was with much regret that I found I could not profit by them, as I had hoped to do, assisted as I was by none but black people, in whom, I perceived, it would have been impossible, without incurring great loss of time, to have impressed a necessary idea of their nature and management. I therefore resolved to dispense with the stands, and to lay the rods, end to end, upon the ground. It was in a similar way that the base line for a series of triangles, con tinued throughout France, was measured. The French rods, which were nearly of the same length and construction with mine, were disposed, in the very same manner, upon the rug ged pavement of a highway near Paris ; so that I have every reason to believe the opportunity here afforded me, of a pecu liarly level and sandy beach, to be the best of the two.
The mode of conducting the measurement was this :-Staves were first set up, in a direct line, between the flags; from every two of these staves a rope was occasionally stretched, as tight as possible, on the ground, and the rods were laid by the side of the rope. The first rod being properly placed, the second was laid near its end, and then very carefully adjusted, so as to touch the ferrule of the other, by a man, who had no other employment to engage his attention; and in the performance of this office he was closely watched by myself. The ferrules, which were of thick brass, had been rounded, not only to make the contact more visible, but because the length of each rod was determined, by their having the spherical figure, more easily. At the placing of every second rod, which was painted white to distinguish it from the other, I registered its num ber myself in a book, ruled purposely with columns, each column containing ten num bers: m y w riter did the same in another b o o k : besides which, an attendant, who was furnished with ten small sticks, gave the Tindal, who also assisted in keeping the reckoning, one of them every time the white rod was laid down ; and each man made his separate report to me every tenth number. By these precautions, almost all possibility of a mis-reckoning was prev en ted ; and we accordingly found no disagreement throughout. T h e whole distance was after wards re-measured, and gave correctly the same num ber of rods.
A t the conclusion of each several measurement, th at I m ight know exactly where to resume it, a stake, three or four feet long, was driven into the ground, till its head became even with the surface. On the top of this stake the but of the last rod was la id ; and a line draw n across it with a pointed instrum ent, shewed precisely where to re-commence the w ork. T he heads of these stakes served likewise as fixed marks on which, at any time, to place the five smaller flags, or the in strum ent for taking the requisite angles.
T he sum of the six measured lines amounted, by the first trial, to seven hundred double r o d s , twenty fe e t six inches and a h a lf; and by the second, to seven hundred double , twentytwo fe e t eleven inches and a h a l f ; their difference being two feet, four inches and a h a lf by which the second measurement exceeded the first. T he shortest of these measures is made use of, as operations of this nature have always a tendency to excess, rather than deficiency.
Besides this linear measurement, seven essential angles were taken (each angle several times over, for security) with an excellent theodolite by R a m sd e n . These were the angles fo r m e d , at each extremity of the base, by the nearest interme diate hag, and the remote signal; and those formed at each intermediate hag, by the nearest flag to it, on each hand.
The nature and purport of all this will be easily understood, by inspecting the accompanying figure, Tab. III. fig. i . and attending to the following explanation and
DEMONSTRATION.
Let N and S represent the northern and southern signals, placed at each extremity of the base line NS.
Let ABCDE represent the positions of the five intermediate flags, between each of which, including the two signals, the six right lines, before mentioned, were measured.
At each of these points the angle formed by the flag, or signal, on each side of it, was taken with the theodolite: for in stance, at A, the angle formed at that point by the northern signal N, and flag B ( 1770 24/ 40"); at B, the angle formed by the flags A and C (176° 2 3 '); and so on. At each end of the base line, the angle formed by the nearest flag and the dis tant signal wras also taken ; at N, the angle SNA, and at S, the angle NSE.
These things being premised, to find the angles the other four lines make with the base line, proceed in the following m an n er: -Produce the line NA to K ; also the line BA to H ; and, through the point A, draw FG parallel to NS, the base line. From the points ABCDE let fall perpendiculars upon the base line, meeting it at OPQR and T. The angles SNA, NAF, GAK, are all equal; for SNA and NAF are alternate angles, formed by a right line falling upon two parallels (Euclid, 29th, 1st): and NAF, GAK, are equal angles, formed by the mutual intersection of two right lines (Euclid, 15th, 1st ). For the same reason, the angle NAH is equal to KAB, and HAF to GAB. Now, the obtuse angle NAB, being known (from observation), its supplement is equal to BAK, which, being subtracted from GAK, leaves the angle GAB required; by means of which, and the hypothenuse AB (given by mensuration), we obtain the side AG of the rightangled triangle GAB, by plane trigonometry; for as rad.: cosine ^GAB : : side AB : side AG. This computed side is equal to the opposite side OP of the rectangular parallelogram OP AG, which being added to the side NO of the right-angled triangle ON A (found by the like analogy from the observed angle N, and the measured hypothenuse NA) gives the dis tance NP on the base line.
Proceeding in like manner, with the last found angle, to find the angles of the remaining triangles, and thence their respec tive bases, we shall have the sides of the corresponding rect angles ; the sum of which sides, taken together, will be the true measure of the base line NS.
Supposing no imperfection in the instrument with which the angles have been taken, and no error (however small) committed in taking the six preceding angles, then the angle XES, obtained by this method, will prove exactly equal to the angle NSE, which may be had by observation. In the present instance their difference amounts to no more than 2' 5".
In the example before us, the observed angles are as follow, from which we may easily deduce the remaining ones required : It is immaterial at which end of the base line we begin. In the present case, in order to obtain as great precision as possible, the intermediate angles have been deduced from both ends; those at A aiid B, from the observation at N ; and the remain ing ones at C D and E, from that at S. Had, however, this precaution been neglected, the error induced, by deriving the four required angles from either primitive, at N or S, would not have affected the true length of the whole base line more than 0,27 of a foot, or not quite so much as three inches and a quarter.
This method of obtaining the measure of an inaccessible line, where the measured lines every Where make small angles with it, is a very accurate one ; for though, in oblique triangles, small angles, from the difficulty of taking angles perfectly, are likely to produce considerable errors, in right-angled triangles it is the very reverse; as in them the smaller the angle taken, the more accurate will be the result. Fig. 1 . is not drawn in due proportion, either as to the sides or angles; as, had it been justly delineated, there would not have been sufficient room for the auxiliary lines, and letters of reference. Fig. 2 . is protracted by scale and sector, and shews the relative length and bearing of the several measured lines, as well as the direct distance of their farthest extremities, and their position with respect to the meridian.
For distinction sake, the measured hypothenusal lines are drawn thicker than those about them ; and the lines which are parallels to the base line are dotted. P 2 Table of the power of its telescope, in taking horizontal angles upon the horizon; yet, at any considerable elevation, when a strict attention is required to the vertical adjustments of the theodolite, such attention is incompatible with the nature of a portable instrument, which is ever liable to suffer change in its adjustments by even the most careful removal from place to place. The table, page n o , gives the results of these observations, and the data from which they were computed. Nothing need be said of the two preceding tables, which sufficiently explain themselves.
The last table contains meridional observations of stars for determining the latitude of each respective termination of the base line. No observations were obtained at the northern ex tremity, the weather proving uncommonly cloudy while I was there; and only three latitudes were observed at the south end. The others were taken at my next southern station, and reduced to the terms of the base by the adjacent triangles. The difference of latitude between that station and the south end of the base, I found by measurement to be 8201 yards, or 4' 1"; and the difference of latitude between the terms of the base 5' 42//. For considering a portion of the meridian passing through either end of the base, as the cosine of an arc, whose radius is 11636 yards, and subtense 30 28' 39", we shall find the difference of latitude to be 11614 yards -f 42". By a mean of all the astronomical observatipns, the south end of the base lies in latitude 110 33' 22" N . ; the north end consequently lies in latitude 110 39' 4".
Having completed the measurement and principal calcu- both inscriptions equally implying, that the opposite end of the base line lies in the direction therein expressed, distant 11636 English yards from the stone so inscribed.
It may be proper to record, that the north end of the base is on the sea beach, 27 yards from the surf; and 129 yards N. E. by E. easterly, from an old choultry in a Palmyra tope, called Namaswaumoodaly Choultry. From the mouth of Cuddalore river to the north end of the base I measured, with a perambulator, just four miles and one furlong.
The south end of the base lies 42 yards from the surf, and 169 yards E.^-S. from a decayed choultry in a Palmyra tope, called Chinnachitty Choultry. There is another choultry and tope near the centre of the base ; but the northern cluster
